
Submission to Inspector General for Emergency Management Inquiry  into 

the 2019/20 Victorian Fire season 

From :  

This submission addresses only one aspect of the Response phase of the fire season which is that of 

“effectiveness of the State’s response priorities, including primacy of life ” and focuses on the events 

surrounding one fire – the W tree fire as it crossed the Snowy River and moved eastwards  

Background  

• A number of lightning strikes occurred in East Gippsland21/22 November 2019 

• Most were controlled quickly but 4 were not 

• The 4 became known as : 

✓ W Tree 

✓ Ensay 

✓ Barmouth 

✓ Bruthen 

• This submission relates to  issues associated with the W tree fire 

Sequence of events 

• It is unclear whether the initial attack failed or in fact was not attempted due to the number 

of fires in the landscape at the same time 

• Regardless of the reason for the fire not being controlled at first attack it quickly increased in 

size  

• By the time of the 29 November 2019 community update the fire had grown to 10,900 h. 

The situation on perimeters of the fire at that time can be summarised as follows :  

✓ Western flank at the private land at W tree 

✓ Northern flank heading towards cleared farmland 

✓ Southern flank heading towards cleared farmland 

✓ Eastern flank – has spotted across the Snowy River into remote country in the Snowy 

River National park 

 

Comment : Clearly the priority should be to contain the eastern flank which has the potential 

to run long distances under the influence of N/NW winds.  Moonkan Track would seem to be 

the obvious potential control line 

 

• Dozer work was carried out on the Moonkan Tk in this period but the local fire control  

personnel were reportedly directed at this time by the Controller at the IMT (based in 

Bairnsdale) “not to introduce new fire into the landscape” (ie not to backburn) 

• From late November machines were also deployed on Lightning Tk, and on many other 

tracks in the Snowy National Park, falling  dangerous trees and preparing backup lines 

presumably with the intent of backburning operations. 

• Sometime prior to the 6 December 2019 Community update the fire had crossed Moonkan 

Tk and  so that option for control had been lost.  

• About this time construction of a new control line was commenced on a ridge between 

Yalmy Rd and Mooncan Tk.  However the local fire control personnel were reportedly 

directed by the Controller at the IMT (based in Bairnsdale) that the work was to cease and  

that “no new tracks were to be constructed”.  Further the local control team were reportedly 



advised that ,   “Control works were to be confined to the footprint of the existing road 

network.”   

• By the 6 December 2019 Community update, the part of the fire east of the Snowy River was 

listed as 217 h.  The fire had crossed Moonkan Tk .   Still no backburning was approved from 

any of the tracks being prepared under the Controller’s direction of  “no additional fire in the 

landscape” 

• Work on preparing control lines proceeded through December  

• Somewhere between the Community updates on 22 and 26 December 2019 backburning 

was approved along Yalmy Rd - however it would prove to be too late to be effective with 

events to unfold in 4 days time 

• At the 26 December 2019 Community update the fire was listed as being  13 Km west of 

Goongerah and  31,000 h. in total area  

• At the 27 December 2019 Community update  the fire area was listed as  32, 754 h 

• On 31 December 2019 the fire broke away on a number of fronts under the influence of NW 

wind and severe fire conditions and ran for 10 -20 km in a SE direction impacting Goongerah 

and further east. 

The issues 

• Best practice fire suppression policy is to commit enough resources to a fire to contain it in 

the first shift (ie at first attack) 

• If first attack fails then best practice is to confine the fire within defined control lines from 

which backburning is conducted to burn out between the line and the fire to stop the fire 

“running at the control line” or “spotting over the control line”.  

•  It appears that during December a lot of effort went in to preparing a range of potential 

control lines and backup lines along existing roads and tracks within the Snowy River 

National park preparing them for backburning operations.   

• However no burning was carried out from these prepared tracks until somewhere between 

22 and 26 December on the Yalmy Rd - by which stage it was too late 

• Hence during the month of December, under generally benign weather conditions,  the fire 

moved about 10 km in an easterly direction and about 15 Km  in a northerly direction – an 

average of less than 500 metres per day.  It does not appear that there was any active 

attempt to control those fires during that period.  Activity was solely focussed on track 

widening and dangerous tree removal but with no backburning from those lines (apart from 

Yalmy Rd late in December) 

• Not actively working to minimise the size of the fire is contrary to all best practice fire 

control principles especially given that these fires were in December and there was at least 3 

months of fire season ahead 

The questions which need to be answered 

1. What factors were taken into consideration in not actively working to contain the fire 

according to best practice fire control strategy,  particularly given that the fire was burning 

at the start of summer with 3 months of fire season ahead? 

2. Why was there not any backburning from the prepared control lines ?(apart from Yalmy Rd 

late in the fire event) 

3. Why was there a ban on new control line construction to contain the fire? 

4. Who in the fire organisation structure is responsible for the control strategy  

5. What influences impacted on the person responsible for the control strategy which caused 

them to disregard best practice fire control strategy?  




